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I. Introduction and Methods

III. Impact of Molecular Ordering on Friction

Motivation: More than 30% of the energy consumed worldwide is lost to friction,
leaving significant scope for improvement1. One major limitation is our lack of
understanding of lubricated friction at the molecular level, especially near surface
singularities such as chemical and topographical defects.
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Specific goals: Combining atomic force microscopy (AFM) and molecular
dynamics computer simulations (MD), we investigate the molecular arrangement
and lubrication behaviour of nano-confined squalane near surface singularities of
highly orientated pyrolytic graphite (HOPG)2.
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Experimental approach

Surface defects promote molecular order. Molecular rows of the lubricants are
visible at the top and bottom of atomic steps.

Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM)
Molecular-level imaging

The resistance to the applied shear depends on molecular orientation. When
shearing parallel to the row-like features, the tip must disrupt a coherent molecular
assembly along its whole path whereas shearing at an angle allows the tip to ‘section’
more easily the row-like features.
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Shear Force Microscopy (SFM)
Nano-rheology2-6

Shear measurements conducted directly on the step edge: lubricated friction
force is no larger than on the well-ordered adjacent molecular domains, demonstrating
that direct tribological contacts with the step and the tip do not dominate the friction

1. Shear (friction) force
2. Nature of the force:
Øφ = 0° perfectly elastic coupling

Lubricated friction can be quantitatively understood as an entropy-dominated
mechanism

Øφ = 90° perfectly viscous coupling

IV. A simple quantitative model
II.

Surface Defects Induce Molecular Ordering

Faster velocities allow less time for configurational relaxation of squalane molecules (a-d) and
friction linearly depends on velocity.
At lower temperatures, strong cooperative interactions between squalane molecules (e-f)
increase the shear force, here captured by an Arrhenius-type behaviour.
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Squalane molecules become more mobile away from the step edge (c),
inducing lower shear forces (b) and a phase increase (d) (i.e. closer to
90 degrees, more fluid-like behavior).
MD simulations (e-f) confirm that surface defects reduce the
mobility (diffusion constant) of the lubricant molecules2.
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Yield stress vs thermal and shear velocity
energy (a-b). The yield stress depends on the
ability of the lubricant molecules to make/break
inter-molecular bonds as described by Ea.
d

in motion, squalane molecules move either individually or in an orderly and coordinated
fashion so that the influence of the surrounding on any given molecule is minimal

V. Conclusions
Surface defects limit the degrees of freedom of the lubricant inducing molecular organization
which indirectly increases friction. Long order range – up to 100 times the size of a molecule
Modulation of the entropic contribution to the system can be achieved by changing
temperature or molecular relaxation time under shear, with a direct impact on friction.
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Squalane molecules locally organize in parallel molecular rows near
step-edges (lower left side of the AFM images). The inset in (a) shows the
amplitude channel where the contrast over the rows is clearer.
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Semi-empirical model
Global fitting linear region of the shear force
curves (10< FL <30nN) probing 14 temperatures
(between 298 K & 368 K) and at least 5
different shear velocities at each temperature
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The study provides a molecular mechanism whereby roughness impacts lubricated
friction indirectly and not only through the well-known solid-solid tribological contacts.

